“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.”
~ Albert Einstein

Our NilDinside® Services

Training:

- Rx 4 Discovery Reading®
- Rx 4 Discovery Writing®
- Rx 4 Discovery Math®
- Search & Teach® Early Identification & Intervention
- NILD Levels I, II, and III educational therapy® training
- Feuerstein Instrumental Enrichment
- Professional Development based on the needs of faculty
- Webinars/Regional Conferences

Program Development:

- Consultation services to assist in program design and development.

Who We Are

About Us

NILD® exists to serve students of all ages to develop their cognitive and academic abilities. Over the past 40 years, NILD has developed instructional strategies to develop students’ thinking and learning ability and to assist students to become more effective learners. NILD trains educators of all capacities throughout the world to implement these strategies in their own communities. Recent studies have shown that 62% of students who utilized NILD’s educational therapy® over a three year period showed statistically significant gains in their IQs. Growth in the academic domains of Reading, Writing, Spelling and Math was also demonstrated across age levels. NILD not only believes that everyone can learn but also that focused effort with a student can unlock a lifetime of potential.

NILD

1540 Breezeport Way, Suite 500, Suffolk, VA 23435
The road to success can be filled with bumps and holes, but the road to learning does not have to be.

What is NILDinside®?

A flexible program aiding schools to be a transformational influence...

The NILDinside program helps to equip teachers and schools to serve students by developing thinking skills, learning ability, and academics. The program is customized to meet the needs of your particular school, while helping to bolster your school’s influence and market position in the community.

Our methods and training are research informed, best practices aligned and accredited by the International Dyslexia Association and the Feuerstein Institute...

NILD educational therapy® works to cognitively enrich students while also developing skills for lifelong learning. We believe intelligence is dynamic and students of all ages can be taught how to learn rather than simply what to learn. NILDinside partnerships help educators facilitate that process.

“NILD is...a dedicated group of highly trained educators who recognize the learning potential of every child.”

~Dr. Nancy Mather, an author of the Woodcock Johnson Tests of Achievement

NILDinside® Administrative Highlights

- A completely customizable menu of training and support services designed to meet your teacher training needs
- Customizable fee structure with either a flat annual registration or a royalty fee structure based on the revenues from services you provide
- Discounts for on-site workshops and professional development, materials, conferences, and licensing for Educational Therapists
- Research-based educational enrichment for learners that can elicit donor support
- Consistent support from NILD® headquarters and recognition on NILD’s website

Why become a NILDinside® school?

We want to partner with you to equip both your general education teachers and learning support specialists with research informed tools to develop efficient 21st century learners. Our partnership also offers assistance in building programs designed to meet the needs of diverse student populations.